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Abstract 
The Daya Bay experiment aims to measure the last unknown neutrino mixing angle, sin2(2θ13), to a sensitivity of  .01. 
The detection method requires “identical” near and far detectors each with a precisely known target mass on the order 
of 20,000kg. A calibrated filling system able to fill the required 20,000kg of Gd-doped scintillating liquid (GDLS) to 
an accuracy of <±6 kg or 0.03% is described. 
 
© 2011, Elvesier BV. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee for 
TIPP 2011.  
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1. Introduction  
Daya Bay is a reactor based experiment dedicated to measurement of the last unknown neutrino 
mixing angle θ13.utilizing the high anti-electron neutrino flux from the Guondong nuclear power complex 
in mainland China. The experiment uses a near-far detector technique to minimize systematic errors from 
reactor power fluctuations and fuel cycles. We are looking for a slight “disapearance“ of neutrinos due to 
flavor oscillations which is given by 
 
P13 ≈ sin2 2θ13 sin2 1.27Δm132 (eV 2)L(km) Eν (GeV )[ ]                             1) 
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Figure 1 illustrates the survival probability vs distance for three different assumptions of the size of 
sin2(2θ13). In order to achieve the desired sensitivity of .01 we must tightly control all sources of 
systematic error (see Tables 1&2). The experimental design includes a total of 8 detectors. Each detector 
is filled with 20 tons of gadolinium-doped scintillating liquid target (GDLS), 20 tons of plain LS and 40 
tons of mineral oil buffer separated from each other by nested thin wall acrylic vessels. To keep relative 
systematic differences between the eight detectors below the requirement of 0.38% it is important to 
accurately know the amount of GDLS in each detector. We developed a fluid handling system that 
maintains the integrity of the O2 and Fe-sensitive GDLS, allows the simultaneous filling of the three 
detector fluids while keeping tight control of liquid levels, and measures the delivered GDLS target fluid 
mass to a precision of at least 6 kg out of 20,000 Kg target mass or Δm/m = 0.03%. The techniques we 
have developed may be applicable to other neutrino or dark matter experiments requiring accurate 
delivery rates of multiple liquids and precise mass measurements of large volumes of liquid or which 














Fig. 1. Survival probability as a function of distance from reactor core for different values of θ13. 
Table 1 shows the proposed overall error budget for the experiment [1]. The 0.38% contribution from 
the detectors is further broken down in Table 2. Because the GDLS liquid is drawn from a common 
supply and because the mass error we achieved with the present pumping system is below 0.03%, the 
relative detector related uncertainty will be significantly less than the goal of 0.18%. 
 
Table 1. Daya Bay error budget goals. 
 Uncertainty 
Reactors 0.13% (6 cores) 
Detector (relative between module) 0.38% (baseline) 
0.18% (goal) 
Backgrounds 0.32% (Daya Bay near 
0.22% (Ling Ao near) 
0.22% (far) 
Signal statistics 0.2% 
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Table 2 Detector error budget goals. 
 
Source of uncertainty (detector) Baseline Goal 
# of protons  (mass) 0.2% .02% 
# of protons (H/C ratio) 0.2% 0.1% 
Energy cuts 0.2% 0.1% 
Time cuts 0.1% 0.03% 
H/Gd ratio 0.1% 0.1% 
n multiplicity 0.05% 0.05% 
trigger 0.01% 0.01% 
Live time <0.01% <0.01% 
   
Total detector related uncertainty 0.38% 0.18% 
 
2. Pumped fluid mass measurement 
There are a multitude of mass flow devices but there are really only two methods available with the 
accuracy we require at the 20 ton mass level. Precision Coriolis flow meters such as the Siemens “Sitrans 
F C mass 2100 DI6” we used are advertised to have 0.1% absolute mass accuracy. The other method 
available is weighing using precision load cells. We used a special accuracy class “C6” from Sartorius 
with an advertised accuracy of 0.008% per load cell. The two methods are complimentary. Coriolis 
meters record mass delivery rate that is very helpful during the filling process. The flow history must be 
integrated to determine delivered mass. Load cells provide delivered mass by a simple subtraction of 
before and after tank weights. Because there is no possibility of reversing a detector fill once it is started, 
the consequences of an instrumentation failure would render a detector useless. To control risk and as a 
cross check we decided to employ both methods for the GDLS mass measurement. Table 3 shows some 
of the benefits and complications for each type of instrumentation. 
 
 
Table 3. Comparison of load cell and Coriolis meter mass instrumentation 
 
Class C6 load cells Coriolis meter 
Simple—Mfull-Mempty Gives instantaneous flow rates  
Highest advertised accuracy Excellent process monitoring (good for filling multiple liquids 
at controlled flow ratios) 
Independent of flow history High Resolution—50 gm /digital pulse output 
  
Requires special 25,000 liter Teflon lined storage tank for long 
term GDLS storage (expensive) 
Very low flows not allowed—accuracy at very low flow is 
poor  
Subject to time drift—drift dominates achievable accuracy Sensitive to gas bubbles 
Barometric pressure correction required  
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2.1. Load cell performance 
We carefully studied the performance of the load cell system with static mass loads in the range of 
8000kg in situ in the Dayabay underground filling lab. Temperature coefficient, hysterisis and other 
systematics were studied previously at lighter loads in Wisconsin. The load cells met all advertised 
specifications. We determined that drift over the typical 36 hour interval between start and end of the 
GDLS fill was the dominant source of load cell error. Figure 2 shows results for one of the several time 
drift studies we performed. The instantaneous mass readings are a bit noisier than we would like but the 
noise is well averaged after 15 minutes. On the left is a three day load cell record. The red line is the 15 
minute running average at constant load. On the right the raw data is presented as a histogram. The 
running averages fall within a 3kg band. For the actual target mass measurement we weigh the tank for 15 
minutes before GDLS pumping and weigh it again for 15 minutes after all GDLS is pumped. We quote 
the resulting mass error as ±3kg and make no attempt to analyze the statistics of the measurements. All 
other sources of load cell error are negligible. A ~23 kg correction for the weight of the ~23m3 of dry N2 
make up gas replacing the GDLS is required, but the error in the correction is negligible. A correction for 
















Figure 2. Left: results from a three day load cell static load test. The 15 minute running average (red line) lies within a 3kg band. 
Right: the raw data shown as a histogram. 
2.2. Load cell and coriolis meter calibration 
The previous section reported the stability of load cell data. However we are also concerned with the 
absolute accuracy of the mass measurement. To achieve information on the absolute target mass we 
purchased four 1000kg traceable calibration weights of 50gm accuracy class and 8 traceable 25kg weights 
of 1.2gm accuracy class. With the 1000kg weights we were able to measure the absolute sensitivity of the 
load cells. To track the linearity of the load cells we paused the 25,000 liter ISO tank filling after every ~4 
tons of liquid to hang the 4000kg of calibration weights. Similarly the eight 25 kg weights were used to 
calibrate an accurate floor scale which subsequently weighed the transfer of liquid from one utility tank 
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into another while the coriolis meters simultaneously measured mass flow. Some of the results are shown 
in figure 3. On the left we show seven load cell measurements of the four 1 ton calibration weights at 6 
ISO tank loads ranging from 5 tons to 25 tons spanning the utilized dynamic range of the load cell 
system. All measurements agree within 1 kg implying a negligible nonlinearity error contribution. Of 
considerable note however is the glaring 7.5kg weight deficit (0.19%). Figure 4 shows the difference 
between floor scale reading and expected reading for six 25kg. calibration weights. The 0.2% discrepancy 
was not seen during the initial hardware assembly in Wisconsin. We attribute most of this discrepancy to 
reduced gravitation in Hong Kong area compared to Chicago area because of the earth’s rotation. Simple 
models of the latitude dependence of g such as Helmert’s equation [2] predict a 0.16% effect.  
For purposes of determining the eight Dayabay target masses we will apply a correction to the raw 
load cell data based on calibration data such as in figure 3.  Figure 5 illustrates our scheme for traceability 
















Figure 3. Left: load cell data during 25,000 liter Teflon lined tank fill. The fill was paused every 4000kg for hanging 4000kg of 









Figure 4. Difference between six calibration weights and expected weights for the accurate floor scale used to calibrate the coriolis 
flow meters. 















Figure 5. Traceability of target mass measurements. The load cell and coriolis systems operate independently, with the coriolis 
being a backup. 
3.  Target mass measurement 
Once the pumped GDLS mass is determined an additional correction is required to account for GDLS 
fluid inside an overflow tank. The overflow tank is required to accommodate thermal expansion and 
flexing during detector handling and water pool filling. The overflow tank mass, typically 50 kg, is 
determined from remote sensing of the fluid height measurements and overflow tank geometry. None of 
the GDLS mass in the overflow tank contributes to the active target. A small additional correction, 
α*Mbellows, for liquid inside tubes connecting the overflow tank to the main target is required. The fraction 
α is determined by modeling. The effective filled target mass is 
 
M target = M fill -M overflow -αMbellows                                                       2)  
 
4. Conclusion Two of the eight Daya bay detectors have been filled with the (preliminary) mass error 
contributions shown below. Combining these errors linearly leads to a conservative mass error estimate 
below ±6kg or 0.03%. This error is expected to drop with further analysis. 
- Load cell drift     ±3 kg 
- Calibration weight error    ±0.3 kg 
- Barometric and temperature corrections   ±0.2 kg 
- Overflow tank fluid level and shape uncertainty  ±2 kg 
- Bellows tube simulation error    ±0.1 kg 
- Plumbing operation error (only the 1st detector)  ±0.2 kg 
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